
 
 
 

BIBLE TEXT  |  1 JOHN 2:15-17 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

15 Do not love the world or the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of the Father is not in him. 16 

For all that is in the world—the desires of the flesh and the desires of the eyes and pride of life—is not from the 

Father but is from the world. 17 And the world is passing away along with its desires, but whoever does the will of 

God abides forever. 

DEVOTIONAL FOR 1 JOHN 2:15-17 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 AUTHOR: CAROLINE FOGLE 

 
In 1 John 2:15-17 John warns us about the dangers of getting caught up in the world. It’s important to start with a good 
definition of what John means when he is referring to “the world.” In this context John refers to “the world” meaning 
the fallen, lost, and  sinful humanity that is in opposition to God, not humanity as a whole which He loves and has 
commanded us to love (John 3:16, Mark 16:15) or the world as in His physical creation.  
 
In verse 15 John tells us that if we love the world, the love of God is not in us. Matthew 6:24 puts it another way, “No 
one can serve two masters, for either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to the one and 
despise the other.” What does the world want from you? Love. Love is expressed through time, money, attention, 
and priority. If we are giving these things to the world there is no way we can give them to God. I think the hard thing 
is that there are definitely things to be gained when you pursue the world. You might gain wealth, authority, 
promotions at work, or fame and glory. But all of those things will pass away (vs. 17) and what will you be left with? 
Only the things of God will abide forever.  
 
John goes on to list three things that are of the world- the desires of the flesh, the desires of the eyes, and the pride 
of life. While this is not an exhaustive list, it is enlightening. We can find examples all through the bible of people 
chasing after the things of the world instead of God. The very first sin in the Garden of Eden when Eve ate the fruit 
from the tree (Genesis 3:1-7), she was chasing after the pride of life. She saw that the fruit would make her wise and 
elevate her status. In Genesis 11 when they built the tower of Babel they were chasing the pride of life, trying to be 
like God. In 2 Samuel 11, David chased after the desires of the flesh when he pursued Bathsheba.  

 



 
 
As I read these examples in scripture of chasing after the things of the world I can’t help but to think about how we, 
as believers, not only chase after the wrong things, but then try to hide it from God and from others. Adam and Eve 
tried to hide from God when they realized their nakedness, David tried to cover up his sin and hide it from those 
around him.  I know I have often tried to do the same thing. When I was in college, I was working at a church and 
living a hidden life of sin pursuing things of this world. I worked so hard to hide it from everyone around me that it 
consumed me at times and it was exhausting. It was such a healing process to finally confess those sins to a group of 
close friends. Proverbs 28:13 tells us that if we hide our sins we will not prosper. James 5:16 tells us to confess our 
sins to one another so we may be healed.  
 
So, if we are confronted by all of these worldly desires daily, how are we able to avoid them? Verse 17 tells us that all 
the things of the world will pass away but whoever does the will of God abides forever. Fix our eyes on Him and 
commit to doing His will daily. Hebrews 12:1-2 says it well. We must set aside the sins and distractions that cling to us 
and run the race with endurance, fixing our eyes on Jesus rather than the things of this world.  

 
Questions: 

 
1. What is another example in the bible of someone chasing after the things of the world instead of God? What 

is one example in your life?  
 

2. Read Galatians 6:8. Are you sowing to the Spirit or to your own flesh? What is one way this week that you can 
pursue the will of God in your life rather than the things of the world? 
 

3. Are you trying to hide sinful pursuits from God and from those around you? Spend some time in confession 
with God and then bring these things to your Journey Group this week. If you are not in a group, please join 
us at GroupLink on September 27th.  Register here. 
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